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Abstract. The aircraft is surely one of the most considerable invention that changed the transport-engineering 
field, since flying was already an ancient dream come true just a few years ago. Now it is really easy to reach 
many far places even if most people have no clue how flying is possible. However, as factories do, these large 
and faster and faster machines return a consistent amount of pollution every day. During take-off, engines 
reach the highest RPMs returning the most noise possible, and during landing, mobile surfaces produce a lot 
of aerodynamic disturbs releasing energy in the air while landing gears constantly produce drag in both 
circumstances. The need to be able to predict the sound emission of an acoustic source represents an extremely 
current engineering challenge: in particular, a numerical code that would let the user to listen noise produced 
by a flyover, since acoustic reports are just numerical statistics and spectrogram plots. In this paper, a 
numerical formulation is suggested for the prediction of the acoustic emission in the frequency domain. The 
main task of the project was to develop a program that makes dynamic analysis of the signal taking into 
account the source movement. Moreover, the simulations predicted the noise levels, thus explicitly accounting 
for the scattering acoustic effects of incidence and geometrical obstacles as well. Geometrical reflections and 
absorptions of certain frequencies depending on the material have been comprised in the model. 

1 Introduction  
The interest toward the environmental impact of 
transports and noise pollution is reaching growing 
attention at global level. Among the several objectives set 
by the ACARE up to 2020, in addition to a drastic 
reduction of CO2 emissions, the challenge is posed to 
reduce the noise emitted by 65 percent in order to make 
EU a centre of excellence and “greening” example, [1]. 
To achieve these ambitious results is necessary to 
combine significant advancements in a very varied 
research fields, enforcing multidisciplinary strategies and 
transversal objectives. It is clear that these improvements 
are largely addressed to the aviation sector. Research 
communities are currently working on issues related to 
internal noise for the improvement of comfort levels and 
as mentioned in the emission of emissions in the open 
environment, [2-12]. Most of the low-altitude noise is 
emitted just in the vicinity of population centres, 
increasing the noise level, [13-18]. The problem of 
optimization of external noise involves the need to 
provide predictive tools to support all engineering 
processes. The reconstruction of the sound pressure level 
is certainly a considerable objective among these. The 
present work shows some results aimed at predicting the 
sound pattern in the environment from a point source. 
Considering the example of a general aviation aircraft, the 
dynamics equations have been implemented to construct 
the trajectory of the source in space. The simulation code 
that has been developed entirely in the Matlab 
environment, takes into account the relative movement 

between source and receiver on the basis of the Doppler 
effect equations.  

2 Tool features  

The main purpose of this activity is to reconstruct the 
noise trajectory produced by a flyover, since the few 
acoustic reports are just based numerical statistics and 
spectrogram plots. So the main task was to develop a 
program that solved dynamic analysis of the signal 
because the movement of source. In addition, the model 
calculated the influence of geometrical obstacles taking 
into account the surrounding geometrical reflection and 
materials absorption. The program let the user input many 
obstacles he wants, so it should be possible to create 
interesting scenarios, like a plane lifting off surrounded 
by airport buildings. Since there could be many reflexing 
obstacles (that consist of flat finite rectangles) the analysis 
is made on different channels. Every rendered sound 
concerning a particular obstacle is managed and recorded 
into a particular channel. When simulation ends the 
resultant noise is just the sum of what’s been ‘listened' on 
these channels, thanks to the superposition principle.  

2.1 Geometric obstacles  

The code can both simulate a scenario and animate the 
results. To make this happen the program has to save in a 
matrix the history of position of source in time and of all 
reflexing points (if they occur) on the obstacles and of 
course also the track of the rendered noise (or the 
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spectrogram). Such matrix is saved as database into a .mat 
file, so that only the program can unfold what it features 
to animate. This obstacles are supposed to be finite 
rectangles, with wanted orientation and position in space, 
Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Introduction of the obstacles in the model. 

2.2 Reflection signal incidence 

In many practical cases, it could happen reflection is not 
symmetrical; the model calculates where the reflection 
occurs anyways. Since the processing instructions are 
featured in a customized routine, once main function calls 
it than the reflection angle Δθ is asked by the routine itself, 
Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Definition of reflection angle. 

If this value is zero, it means reflection is perfectly 
symmetrical. This routine tends to be slow at processing, 
because an analytic solution for the model is not easy to 
find, so the routine has to calculate it numerically with 3 
settable zero-check methods: bisection, chords and 
secants. The last one is the fastest and the most efficient. 

3 Acoustic source dynamics 

3.1 Trajectories evolution 

Different kind of trajectories could be implemented in the 
virtual environment. The dynamics of the sound “disturb” 
must be therefore modelled. This means that if a sum of 
force vectors is applied onto a mass point, then its 

acceleration vector is equal to that sum divided by its 
inertial mass. Analytically, it poses the resolution of a 
differential equations system: 

 
𝑚𝑚 𝜕𝜕2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2 (𝑥𝑥(𝜕𝜕), 𝑦𝑦 (𝜕𝜕), 𝑧𝑧(𝜕𝜕)) =∑𝐹𝐹(𝑖𝑖)

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1
 (1) 

With: 
 

{
  
  
 

  
  
 𝑥𝑥(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑥𝑥0

𝑦𝑦(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑦𝑦
𝑧𝑧(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑧𝑧0
𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥,0
𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦,0
𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧,0
𝑎𝑎(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥,0
𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥,0
𝑎𝑎(𝜕𝜕0) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥,0

 (2) 

 
The system cited above constitutes an ODE (Ordinary 
Differential Equations) problem to numerically integrate. 
The main purpose deals with the combination of multiple 
kind of trajectories. Just for instance, during lift off a 
plane first moves along a line then along a parabolic curve 
when it rises, roughly. Every time a new trajectory begins, 
last “information” about positions, velocity and 
acceleration changes into initial conditions. The “status” 
should be continuously updated in order to follow the 
evolution progress. It’s possible to solve this system 
thanks to the Matlab ODE45 (Runge-Kutta) routine, with 
proper initial conditions in which the mass dots represent 
numerical singularities (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. Multi-path generation. 
 
So potentially many kind of trajectories can be processed, 
considering the amount of forces applied onto an 
airplane’s gravity centre. 

3.2 Acoustic signal reconstruction  

The Matlab features can make sound a sampled signal if 
the sampling frequency is assigned as an input data. Every 
value is separated from the previous one by a time delay, 
so is the sampling frequency. The value of 44100 Hz as 
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standard frequency with 16bits of resolution per sample 
have been used for the information stream. If as input a 
lower frequency is settled, the signal sounds will like 
slower. To filter the signal, the Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DTF) is implemented to manipulate the 
amplitudes of the harmonics. Then the anti-transform 
(IFFT) to finally listen the result. This is the main process 
of the project. The whole filtering process is summarized 
below in Fig. 4. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Filtering process in Matlab. 
 

4 Results 
Though, to simulate the Doppler effect, packs have not to 
be too long while on the other hand, they have not to be 

too short to filter them accurately. Thus, it can be decided 
that packs’ endurance is 0.05 seconds:  2205 samples per 
pack. In Fig. 5, a plot of given noise by source flying close 
to the listener fast; it is possible to see the analysis per 
pack. The source is a 1000 Hz sinusoid.  

 

Fig. 5. Noise spectrum of a flying mass dot. 

Once the spectrum of a pack is given, it can be filtered it. 
The alpha-graphic contains information about how 
material absorbs certain frequencies, Fig. 6. As first test, 
a sinusoid source flyovers a listener and in Fig. 7 is 
represented the spectrogram where is clearly evident the 
shift in frequency due to the doppler effect.  

 

Fig. 6. Absorption coefficient trend. 

 

Fig. 7. Spectrogram of the radiating source. 
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Other test have been conducted on more classical aircraft 
noise, as those related to an Airbus A391 Flyover ,Fig. 8. 

 

 
Fig. 8. A319 Flyover noise source 

In next Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 the relative time domain and 
frequency domain noise signature are reports as simulated 
by the tool. 

 
Fig. 9. A319 Flyover noise signature (time domain) 

 

 

Fig. 10. A319 Flyover noise signature (spectrogram) 

 

5 Conclusions 

The reduction of external noise emitted by aircraft is a 
current challenge due to the proximity of many airports to 
population centers. Noise pollution is in fact the focus of 
many ambitious worldwide research projects. The present 
work aims to simulate the level of sound emission 
released by an aircraft according to a generic trajectory. 
The development environment was entirely in Matlab. 
The simulation code solves the differential equations of 
dynamics over time using a step integration method 
(Runge-Kutta of the 4th order). The time evolution in 
spatial dimension is converted by frequency analysis in a 
sampled signal. The implementation of Doppler effect 
allowed for consider the approaching and therefore the 
going away phase of the acoustic source with respect to a 
fixed receptor in the space. Moreover, the possibility of 
also inserting any reflecting bodies with the respective 
absorption coefficients simulates the variation of the 
sound field. The whole rational process is reported as a 
workflow in Fig. 11. Future studies will be addressed to 
manage more complex geometrical bodies as well as the 
combination of more acoustic disturbances with different 
pattern of propagation.  

 
Fig. 11. Summary of the conceptual scheme. 
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